
The following are the steps which are generally carried out for an MTO Scenario.  

1. Create Sales Order  

2. Run MRP , Planned Orders will be created 

3. Convert Planned Order to Production Order  

4. Goods Receipt of Production order  

5. Create Outbound Delivery  

Explaining all the steps below with detailed Screen shots  

Create Sales order 

Execute transaction VA01 and create a sales order of Order OR. After entering the material 

change the Item Category to JMT2. 

 

Enter all the remaining fields which are necessary and then save it. 

Lets see the status of the order's requirement in AFS MD04. Enter the material, plant and Order 

number and press enter 



 

We can see that the order is in Blocked status now. 

 

Execute MRP 



We will have to carry out MRP (/AFS/MD02) to proceed with the processing of the sales order. 

Depending on the business process, the Items of the sales order will be manufactured in house or 

procured from outside. And depending on the setting, AFS MRP will be create a 'Planned order ' 

or a 'Purchase Requisition'. 

In this case explained today, we are going to talk about in-house production. Which means that 

when we execute MRP, a 'Planned Order' will be created 

We can see that for the sales order, a planned order is created. 

Create Production Order 

Now we will have to create a Production Order with this Planned order. Right click on the Line 

and select the entry 'Planned order to Production order'. 



 

Click on Generate Operation 



 

Release and Save 

Order number 1012912 saved 

Goods Receipt 

The Goods which are manufactured should be entered in to the system. For that we can use 

Goods Receipt (Tx: MIGO) 



 

 

Check and Post 

Once the goods receipt is done, Stock has come to our warehouse and it is assigned to the Sales 

Order. This can be seen in the Stock Requirement List (/AFS/MD04). 



 

It can be seen that the stock is an 'E' Stock (Sales order stock). This is also called Order assigned 

stock. This stock can be assigned only to the sales order for which it has been created. 

Create Delivery 

Once the stock is there in the warehouse, we can create a delivery using VL01N or any other 

similar transactions. 

  

 


